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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 150 pages. Dimensions: 8.3in. x 5.5in. x 0.6in.It is the dawning of the Golden Age, not
imminent lockdown of prison planet earth! We are Spirit incarnate, not mere participants in an
indiscriminate, chance upwelling of evolutionary thrust. As star-sourced beings we long ago created
this garden planet and incarnated to woo our shared creation to ever higher vibratory levels,
embraced in our love. We are spirit beings and sun makers. This was our collective reality in
Lemuria, which preceded Atlantis, until earth, spiralling through universal space, entered the 26, 000
year cycle we depart on solstice, December 21, 2012. Eighty-eight constellations are known to
humankind. There are 88 keys on the piano keyboard. Microcosm and macrocosm are intimately
intertwined in our fractally generated universe. The earth, as part of our solar system, spirals
through universal space along a celestial keyboard, bathing us in an ascending scale of frequencies.
We spiralled into the influence of a 26, 000 year black note, along this living matrix, which allowed
rebellion against spirit to emerge. Sin, from the Latin sine, means without. We chose the illusory
experience of living without conscious...
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This book will be worth purchasing. This is for anyone who statte that there had not been a worthy of looking at. Your daily life span will likely be convert
when you total looking over this ebook.
-- Aida n Jer de DV M-- Aida n Jer de DV M

Great electronic book and valuable one. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent from the book. Its been printed in an extremely simple
way in fact it is merely right after i finished reading this publication by which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Dr . B etha ny Lindg r en-- Dr . B etha ny Lindg r en
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